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Abstract
This project tracks a journey of uncovering an individual’s past as a leftist
revolutionary in late 1970s Turkey. In doing so, the project explores the political
movements of that turbulent period and asks what remains of the revolution in the
revolutionary once these moments are well in the past.
The former leftist in question is my late father Akif Özbek and the journey
depicted reflects my own struggle in trying to learn a part of this family heritage that was
lost to me. My initial motivation for pursuing this topic was to prove that even if
obscured, some of these revolutionary legacies must remain within those involved and
spread through their actions. When a transformative struggle is overwhelmingly
suppressed, as Turkish leftists were after the 1980 military coup d’état, where do we
find its impacts? How can these movements still seed the future?
Originally conceived of as an essay film, this journey became a digital game in
which the player takes on the character of my sister. Through the simple act of
examining personal artifacts within the virtual environment of a storage unit, the player
learns about their/my late father’s past as a leftist revolutionary and subsequent life as a
suburban father and engineer. This knowledge is framed by a scattered series of audio
letters written by the player’s older sister/me that describe the frustrating process of
attempting to learn more about this past. These audio letters are triggered by some of
the objects that the player examines.

Project Description
Although the project is built upon research into Turkish political history and
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memory, the narrative within it remains predominantly a personal one concerned with
understanding the life of my father. My knowledge of his life was very limited, in part
because he died while I was still attending high school. In later conversations and an
interview with my younger sister, I learned that she had even less knowledge than I of
his history as a leftist and even of his basic political views. Understanding the reasons
for this disparity and the importance of ensuring she has the same access to his past
were the biggest factors in choosing to pursue this project. I now realize that my fixation
on understanding my father’s political involvement is also bound to the desire to
understand my own relationship to activism and movements. Through greater
knowledge of my father, I selfishly hope to gain insight into myself.
The title of the project is taken from a passage in Benedict Anderson’s 1983 book
Imagined Communities, which examines the origins of nationalism.
No more arresting emblems of the modern culture of nationalism exist than
cenotaphs and tombs of unknown soldiers. The public ceremonial reverence
accorded these monuments precisely because they are either deliberately empty
or no one knows who lies inside them, has no true precedents in earlier times. To
feel the force of this modernity one has only to image the general reaction to the
busybody who ‘discovered’ the Unknown Soldier’s name or insisted on filling the
cenotaph with some real bones. Sacrilege of a strange, contemporary kind! Yet
void as these tombs are of identifiable mortal remain or immortal souls, they are
nonetheless saturated with ghostly national imaginings… The cultural
significance of such monuments becomes even clearer if one tries to imagine,
say, a Tomb of the Unknown Marxist or a cenotaph for fallen Liberals. Is a sense
of absurdity avoidable? The reason is that neither Marxism nor Liberalism are
much concerned with death and immortality. (9)
At the age of 21, my father fled from Turkey to United States a few months
before the 1980 military coup d’état, known in Turkey as the 12 September coup. The
several years prior in Turkish history had been marked by severe economic crisis and
violent clashes between leftist and fascist groups that left thousands dead. As one of a
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group of leftist student organizers, many of my father’s friends had been arrested and
tortured by the state. Others had been killed by fascist groups. My uncles - his much
older brothers - recall that they believed it was only a matter of time before the same
fate would claim my father. Although he initially refused to leave, they begged him to
take two of my cousins and seek refuge with their other brother who had already settled
in the United States. My father became one of 30,000 Turks to flee political persecution
in the wake of the 1980 coup (TBMM).
Neither this dramatic story, nor practically any others about my father’s
adolescence in Turkey were spoken of in my youth. Unlike his peers who remained in
Turkey, my father had not directly experienced the years of imposed forgetting that life
after the coup dictated. Furthermore, in our household, dinner time frequently included a
two-hour discussion of politics and history. Why then was Turkish history never
discussed? Outside of discussion of current events, any attempts by my parents
towards political radicalization took the form of one time gifts of Marx and Chomsky, but
overtures were never made through the arguably much more compelling lens of
personal experience. Instead, devotion to our extended family, many of whom I had
never met, was heavily reinforced if the topic came up. As he was one of eight children,
my father’s family is sizeable and reinforcing my family members’ names and
personality traits was a favored topic of discussion.
My father did not return to Turkey for sixteen years after he came to the United
States. As we managed to visit my maternal grandparents in Japan almost every year, I
often questioned why we would never go to Turkey. The answer was usually a vague
response about my father never having done his mandatory military service and that the
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trip was financially out of reach. Although both these reasons were valid, to this day this
has not been fully explained to me other than “it was impossible for him to come” and
some vague mentioning of blacklists, danger, and an uncle’s intervention. His eventual
homecoming visit to Turkey was met with joyous celebration by my family. In 1999, my
immediate family unit visited Turkey for the first time as a group.
Through my mother and my extended family members I did hear some stories of
1970s Turkey while my father was still living. Upon investigation, it became clear that
some of these were true and others were greatly exaggerated. One of the stories most
frequently repeated was that my father had translated the complete works of Karl Marx
into Turkish for distribution. This was significant as the works of Marx were banned and
not officially distributed in Turkey. Although some students who knew foreign languages
could obtain texts, language access to these materials in Turkish was a crucial
component of movement building (Ölgün). However, common sense dictates that a
country with hundreds of thousands of leftists for more than a decade would already
have reliable access to the works of Marx. In any case, when it became clear that his
arrest was imminent, my uncles reluctantly burned my father’s translated materials
against his wishes. The Communist Manifesto would officially remain one of 453
banned books in Turkey until 2013 (Genç).
Akif Özbek died of a heart attack at the age of 47. My father’s family in Turkey
was completely devastated by the loss. Although he was the second youngest of eight
and a full 30 years younger than his eldest brother, he was the first of the siblings to die.
Having lost his parents at a young age, he had been raised by the other siblings and
fulfilled both the positions of younger brother and son. The lens of grief made his older
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siblings elevate him in their memory as the smartest, kindest, most favored brother. The
tales of his daring feats as a leftist organizer grew even grander compared to when I’d
heard a few of them as a child. Even prior to his death, his geographic isolation from the
family added a mythic element to the stories told to keep his memory alive with the
younger generation of cousins who grew up not knowing him in Turkey.
A few years after his passing, I began to realize that along with my father I might
also lose my connection to my Turkish family. In 2009, I moved to Istanbul to prevent
this from happening. It was in my four years of living in Turkey that the research on this
project truly began. Without any formal intention, my new understanding of Turkish
language and history started to build a contextual base to situate some of the floating
knowledge I had acquired in my upbringing.
Having myself participated in the 2013 Gezi uprising in Turkey, I also wanted to
explore possible connections between the two historical moments. As I read more about
the history of the 70s struggle, I learned that many of the historic mass mobilizations
occurred in the exact same public spaces as they later did during Gezi. Though
unsurprising, each step, each chant, each canister of tear gas then took on a new and
more storied significance for my experiences in Gezi. I eventually realized that my father
had been one of 500,000 demonstrators present at the 1977 May Day massacre in
Taksim Square, an event which prompted the ban of decades of future May Day events
at that location. Thirty-three years later I attended the first May Day event to be legally
allowed in the square since the massacre. Then in 2013 when the right to demonstrate
was rescinded yet again, I too fled police violence along the same footpath that it is
described protestors used to flee in 1977. Though speculative, my own belief in the
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power of what we were doing increased exponentially after making these connections of
shared space.
As I detail later in this paper, I struggled to try to shape this project into a film but
eventually decided that a digital game would be the right way to share my imperfect
understanding of personal history. It is a single-player game where the user looks at
objects from a first-person perspective. The game is set in a family’s storage unit. At the
onset of the game, the player hears a voicemail from their mother asking them to go to
the storage unit in search of an explanation regarding the player’s missing sister. The
player is then able to move around the storage unit and look at the objects within it that
provide some understanding of who this family is. By interacting with designated
objects, the player can listen to five letters from the missing sister – explicitly identified
as me – and learn about her quest to uncover the leftist past of their deceased father.
Other objects add texture and detail to this story, for example one can flip through
pages of a family photo album or read once-censored leftist verse by Turkish poet
Nâzim Hikmet. The game ends with an imagined obituary of the player’s father and the
epilogue draws parallels between historic and current political repression in Turkey. A
description of the gameplay with screenshots from the game is provided in the
Appendix.
In this project, I attempted to collect family legends and contextualize them
through historical research and personal archives. This process augments previously
unremarkable personal data points into a portal to a history I previously did not feel a
connection to. My own hopes and idealism fill in the vast spaces between these
scattered facts.
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Research Analysis
The research components of this project followed three major strands of inquiry –
historical research of Turkey, investigation into personal archives, and game studies.

Historical Research
My project involved a great deal of research into the history of Turkey and
specifically of the period of political instability between 1960 – 1980. It is important to
note that this research was severely limited by my rudimentary grasp of Turkish.
Although there are some texts available on this topic in English, my lack of language
ability curtailed my understanding of some written materials. For this reason, I relied
heavily on my interviews and conversations with leftist comrades of my father and also
with my family members who lived through that period. I would also like to stress that
with this work, I do not attempt to capture a greater understanding of the Turkish
revolutionary movement to present to a wider audience. I lack the scholarship and the
political understanding to make any broad determinations about these historical events
and the way that Turkish society collectively remembers them. There already exists
extensive scholarship that examines public memory in Turkey and in particular, Elifcan
Karacan’s Remembering the 1980 Turkish Military Coup d’État was extremely influential
on my work.
The 12 September 1980 coup was preceded by two previous military coups in
1960 and 1971. The first saw right-wing Prime Minister Adnan Menderes and two other
ministers executed and replaced by junta which ruled for one year. The second 1971
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coup prompted the execution of three young leftist leaders, Deniz Gezmiş, Hüseyin
İnan, and Yusuf Aslan. Their deaths at the hands of the state turned the young
revolutionaries into icons, ultimately strengthening the power of leftist formations in the
country for the next decade. Their final words before execution I have seen graffitied
upon the walls of Istanbul.
“Long live a wholly independent Turkey. Long live the noble ideology of MarxismLeninism. Long live the struggle for independence by the Turkish and Kurdish
people. Down with imperialism. Long live the workers and villagers.” - Final
words of Deniz Gezmiş (Çelebi)
“I die once and in honor for my people’s independence. But you who are hanging
us will die every day because of your dishonor. We are at the service of our
people. You are at the service of the Americans. Long live the revolutionaries.
Down with fascism.” - Final words of Yusuf Aslan (Çelebi)
“Without any view to personal profit, I fought for the happiness of the people. I
have carried this flag with honor until now, and now I hand the flag to the people
of Turkey. Long live the workers and villagers, down with fascism.” - Final words
of Hüseyin İnan (Çelebi)
Though the world had been swept by cascading leftist rebellions of the late
1960s, it was not until the 1970s that leftist formations would reach their height in
Turkey. Even though the left boomed in numbers and in influence, the 70s also saw its
fracturing into dozens of separate left-wing groups with varying ideological
interpretations and alignments with international actors (Karacan 88). The decade was a
period of extreme economic turmoil marked by skyrocketing inflation and oil crises. The
1971 coup had also brought with it state suppression of trade unions and political
organizations. Responding eagerly to the country’s dire economic situation, the
International Monetary Fund began to pressure Turkey to adopt free market policies and
lower the incomes and guarantees of workers. This strategy was supported
domestically by the barons of industry, and when a right-wing government again took
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power in 1979, this resulted in an adoption of this move towards an export-oriented
industrialization strategy (Karacan 78).
Later in the 1970s political street clashes between leftists and fascists became
increasingly violent and more than 5,000 were killed. Unlike the leftist groups of the time
whose stated goals were not centered around ultranationalists, the fascist youth death
squad known as the Grey Wolves explicitly sought to destroy communism in the country
and were directly and indirectly supported by the state in their execution of leftists
(Karaveli 164). Therefore, it is inaccurate to simply depict these deaths as two equal
sides engaging in street shootouts. The Grey Wolves were also concerned with
enforcing a fascist pan-Turkish ideology and the elimination of minority groups including
Alevis (a religious minority), Armenians, Kurds, Greeks, Jews, and others not identified
as “pure” Turks.
As previously mentioned, in 1977 a huge May Day labor rights rally in Istanbul’s
Taksim Square was attacked by unidentified snipers, resulting in the death of 34
demonstrators. No one was ever held responsible for the Taksim Square massacre. In
1978, 111 Alevi civilians in the town of Maraş were murdered. Additional massacres in
Malatya, Sivas, and Çorum resulted in the deaths of hundreds of Alevis within a threeyear period. The violence was perpetrated by their own neighbors, but eyewitnesses to
the massacres claim the pogroms were planned and fomented by ultranationalist actors
and the Grey Wolves (Özcan). The large-scale loss of life during this period would
provide justification for the 1980 military coup.
When asked to recall everyday life during that time, my older cousin, a young
Ankara teen in the 1970s, remembered first the length of line to buy bread. With the
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incredible rise in inflation, almost everything became unaffordable. He also recalled gun
violence at the time as omnipresent. He played soccer in the street with other
neighborhood youths, but this became increasingly risky as armed fascists would
canvas the area looking for leftist targets. One day at his middle school, a teacher hid
him and several other known left-leaning children in a closet for hours, as an armed
teenage contingent of the Grey Wolves combed through the school in search of leftist
students. Despite the extremely dangerous nature of political involvement at the time,
my cousin admitted that at the time it seemed almost like a game to him, and “you were
either a fascist or a revolutionary” (Özbek, T.). The coup of 1980 brought about three
years of military rule and with it the suspension of many civil liberties. My cousin views
the average sentiment at the time as conflicted and no one missed the constant fear of
being shot in political clashes. Some level of economic and political stability was
welcomed. However, with the military imposition of curfews, censorship, and mass
arrests, the climate of repression was undeniable and daily life was experienced with
some fear of state violence.
The 1980 coup decimated the Turkish left, with 650,000 arrested and tortured,
24,000 civil society organizations shut down, 14,000 stripped of citizenship, and 50
ultimately executed (TBMM). At least 229 also died in custody (Amnesty International).
All television and radio broadcasts were subject to state censorship and evening
curfews were established. The Turkish constitution was rewritten to curtail certain civil
and minority rights and the cumulative impacts of these years of military rule resulted in
enduring suppression of political opposition for decades to come.
Ahmet, a former schoolmate and close friend of my father, was one of the
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thousands arrested and tortured. He remembers that he was one of the least politically
involved of their group, but that he had been unlucky and was apprehended. He said his
activities were mostly restricted to posting flyers, though that was illegal at the time.
Amongst other horrific recollections, he described the beatings and the different stress
positions in which he was placed. When I asked him about his memories of my father,
he told me that he had loved and would always love him, but that he had left Ahmet and
all their other friends behind, and never returned to them. I know also that Ahmet is glad
that my father escaped such treatment. Yet for all his ideological fervor, my father was
going to parties at the University of South Carolina while Ahmet was being tortured by
the Turkish police. This tension between those who stayed and those who left is
profound and affected me the most out of all the personal interviews I conducted. I
remain deeply grateful that he chose to share this sentiment with me.

Personal Archival Research
My main point of access in determining my father’s activities was by examining
what remains of his material possessions and records. This process allowed me to
make educated guesses about what the significance of these items were and to find
new meaning where previously there was only an object. Sorting and searching through
these materials later became the basis of the gameplay for my thesis.
As my sister and I were minors, my father’s possessions fell under the de facto
custody of my mother, even though my parents were divorced at the time of his death.
She consolidated what she guessed to be the most significant of these into a few boxes.
When my mother moved back to her native Japan in 2011, these and all our family
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boxes were placed in an impressively overcrowded storage unit in the suburbs outside
of Seattle. In 2018, I traveled there to recover them. Armed with some language ability
and historical knowledge, many of these items were newly imbued with meaning. My
father’s awkward high school ID, once simply a questionable hair phase, became a
source of pride as I realized he had attended the famous Darüşşafaka in Istanbul, a
special boarding school for working-class orphans that achieve high scores on the
national school entrance exams. I have little doubt this is where his radicalization
began.
In contrast, I had already known that he attended the Middle Eastern Technical
University, known as ODTÜ, a public university known both for its academic prestige
and for being a historical center of leftist activity. However, it was interesting to discover
that he had an even lower undergraduate GPA than I did, especially given his extreme
reaction to my own bad grades while I was an adolescent. Upon questioning, my mother
recalled that he claimed he spent all his time organizing and none of his time in the
classroom, resulting in his near failure out of the university (Okuyama).
Perhaps the most significant discovery was that of a series of photos taken in
and around the dorms at ODTÜ. One photo of a small meeting of my father and three
others reveals the words “Revolutionary Youth” written on the wall in the background.
This is the clearest piece of evidence I have that indicates his level of involvement in
leftist work. More than just a slogan, the name is that of a banned Marxist-Leninist
group founded in the mid 1960s and later explicitly targeted and driven underground by
the 1971 coup (Lipovsky 103). Formerly known as the Federation of Thought Clubs, the
group formed as a coalition of student leftist groups nationwide and later positioned
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itself more explicitly in line with socialist ideologies and leaders. The group also birthed
several armed revolutionary offshoots, including a few that are still active in Turkey
today.
Innocuous objects also revealed bits of a larger story. Upon examination, some
random sheet music turned out to be the leftist anthem The Internationale, and even the
silly Captain Miki series of comic books has a volume that was banned by the Turkish
state. Other objects complicate the narrative of a leftist past, including awards from his
employer Boeing, the aviation company and pillar of the military-industrial complex. He
peculiarly saved a greeting card my sister and I had made for him proclaiming him the
Meanest Dad Ever, perhaps appreciating the amount of effort that had gone into crafting
it. There is also significance in that which is not there. Unlike Turks of my generation in
Turkey and many who belong to the diaspora, our family had no nationalist imagery of
the Turkish flag or of Turkish state founder Mustafa Kemal Ataturk. Unlike others of my
age, I did not know who Ataturk was until I studied Middle Eastern politics in college. As
my father was the president of the Turkish American Cultural Association of our state, it
is unusual and likely deliberate that no such objects were kept or shared.
I eventually found evidence that contradicted stories that I had been told. For
example, I had heard many times that my father needed to pay off his military service
before returning to the country. Instead I found the receipt for my father’s official payoff
of 5,000 deutsche marks to the Turkish military in exchange for exemption of service
was dated in the year 2000, meaning that he clearly reentered Turkey years before
having dealt with this issue. I did instead find that he received his US citizenship only a
few months before going back to Turkey, and now this seems a much stronger factor in
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the decision to go.
One exciting vault within the personal archive was a large box of family videos. I
had forgotten that a camcorder almost never left my father’s hand, and whether a space
permitted filming or not, he always taped it anyway. I used my father’s still functioning
Hi-8 camcorder to play back these many hours of family tapes he had recorded.
Something I had not anticipated when I began to review the footage was that I had not
heard my father’s voice in the thirteen years since his death. It was a startling and
emotional revelation. The most rewarding find was a video from my father’s trip back to
Turkey after the sixteen years he had spent in the US after the 1980 coup. On the tape
my father and many relatives celebrate his return with feasting, drink, and impromptu
song and dance. Most of my relatives also take turns speaking to the camera to send
back messages of love to my mother, my sister, and I in the US. I placed an edited
version of this tape within the game. The joy with which our family celebrates his return
calls into focus the tragic separation that millions of diasporic families share. After the
events in the video tape, he would only visit Turkey two more times for the rest of his
life. And as he had no expectation that my sister or I would ever learn Turkish, he must
have assumed we would never be able to understand what is being said on the tape or
the messages our family was sending us.
In this process, I also made a final discovery of purely personal significance. I
had been fully familiar with an endearing old photo that shows my father holding me in a
carrier as an infant sporting a prominent bald patch. What I had previously failed to
realize is that a second wider-angle photo shows that my father is carrying me at a
protest of the 1988 Democratic National Convention in Atlanta. Specifically, he is
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holding my infant hand up to make a raised fist in front of a long banner that reads “We
Need a People’s Party, Not a Businessman’s Convention.”
Game Studies
A question I have repeatedly encountered is why I wouldn’t prefer to make an
interactive installation of the actual objects rather than a digital game. This is the more
academically acceptable form the project could take, and the question of form is an
important one. After all, if I chose to make an installation I wouldn’t have to teach myself
how to build a videogame in only a few months. The first answer is that as a product of
a diasporic family, no one who appears in this project would be able to interact with a
physical installation. The second is that the intended encounter with this form is to be
made individually. And finally, although both forms potentially curtail audiences, I
personally enjoy playing video games and usually prefer them to gallery installations.
Once I decided that the format of the project would be better delivered
experientially rather than through video, I took a deeper look at Gone Home, the game
that had inspired me. Set in the mid 1990s, the player examines various documents
scattered throughout mysteriously empty house to eventually learn that her teenage
sister has fallen in love and left town with her girlfriend. This game falls into the genre
best known as the walking simulator. The walking simulator designation itself has been
used pejoratively and there has been disagreement over its use. I remain uninterested
in this controversy and use the term as defined by Bonnie Ruberg as those that favor
“foreground exploration over combat or point-based achievements” (2019). More
specifically, I was interested in games where simple exploration allows the player to
discover the narrative. In my research into Gone Home, I found that scholars examined
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the dual queering in both the LGBTQ representation in the story and the game
mechanics and approach to narrative structure (Ruberg, Pavlounis). Although both
Pavlounis and Ruberg criticize the game in its failure to deliver truly non-linear game
dynamics, both also acknowledged the radical potential in gaming to engage players as
active users of history through archive.
The game’s mechanics, in other words, do not “simulate walking” so much as
they highlight and enact the ludic nature of archival research, with the player, as
Katie, having to reconstruct a narrative through the examination and
interpretation of primary source documents (Pavlounis).
It is this reproduction of archival research and the reconstruction of narrative that
I attempted to communicate through my use of the game form. However, in my own
game there is so much background knowledge necessary that the journey of discovery
remains mostly simulated and not actively engaged in by the player, resulting in a more
linear narrative than I had hoped. Still the form is effective in conveying the uncertainty
with which to regard any conclusions derived from the materials and the frustration of
dealing with the painstaking recovery of lost family history.
Process
I began this project intending to film the lives and recollections of my father’s
leftist college comrades while exploring their traces in the physical spaces where these
uprisings occurred. I hoped to create an essay film that posed questions about the
legacies of political movements as felt by the former revolutionaries themselves, as well
as their offspring. In retrospect, it was likely unwise of me to work on a project this
personal, as I was plagued with recurring waves of doubt and guilt the entire time I
worked on it. My command of Turkish language is insufficient for someone who lived in
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the country for four years and this insecurity was amplified by the thesis. My
dependence on the emotional labor of family and friends who have already been so
generous to me was also distressing to contend with. Although I am prepared to
remember my father as a memorable but flawed individual, recasting him as just
another average human being is not something many of those who loved him will ever
want to do. It is not my place to challenge them to remember otherwise.
The first step I took was to search for archival videos from the time and I found
the website of the Federation of the Revolutionary 78 Generation, an organization of
former activists founded to preserve collective memory. In addition to coordinating
annual demonstrations and pursuing legal proceedings against coup perpetrators, the
group has initiated a mobile memorial project called the 12th of September Museum of
Shame, which exhibits objects from this period’s military violence to bring historical truth
to contemporary audiences. Unfortunately, the site’s vast video archive appears to be
completely offline and repeated attempts at contact were unsuccessful. I next looked
through records in the US National Archives hoping that some videos from the time
would have been saved. I found a few interesting propaganda videos promoting the
Marshall Plan in Turkey and its use to introduce mechanized plows. These very plows
cost thousands of Turkish farmers their jobs, leading to accelerated migration from rural
to urban centers. Within the CIA audio visual records collection, I found a newsreel
focused on political unrest in Turkey and the 1971 military coup. This Spanish-language
news video specifically featured footage shot at my father’s university. The word
“Revolution” was printed in huge letters on the walls of the university, and dozens of
flyers pasted including those declaring “Independent Turkey,” “Autonomous University,”
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and “Workers Security.” The video also showed mass protests and their suppression
with military tanks filling the streets in response. Watching archival footage of these
huge protests and police brutality against demonstrators, I was struck by how they
looked virtually identical to what I witnessed during the Gezi protests. The water
cannons may have become more powerful, but the brutal swing of police batons still
looks exactly the same.
As I now try to visit my family in Turkey annually, I used the opportunity to
announce I was attempting to collect information about my father’s activities from that
time. One older cousin immediately shared with our dinner table a memory from his
youth. He said that at his middle school the other leftist kids had heard about a special
revolutionary teach-in and that young students from across Ankara would be going to be
taught by a leftist leader. My cousin decided to skip class that day and took a series of
busses to make it to the event. When he arrived, he discovered that the event was
being taught by my father, and he immediately fled in fear of being discovered for
having skipped school. Even more telling than the story itself was that no one at the
table had ever heard this story before.
My father’s closest friend was pivotal in connecting me to people to speak with
about this project. He too was one of the group of leftist friends at ODTÜ but also fled to
the United States around the time of the military coup and attended the University of
South Carolina with my parents. He married an American woman and unlike my parents
they chose to raise their two daughters in Turkey. Very close in age to me and my
sister, we were raised to be as close as cousins. Their perspectives on how little their
own father had shared with them about the 70s made me consider how pervasive the
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national silence was around this issue. Although he did not want to be filmed for the
project, my father’s friend contacted several of his old friends asking if they would be
open to speaking with me about their shared history. A few people he contacted
expressed a willingness to be filmed, but most were less than enthusiastic. One person
claimed he had no memories whatsoever from the time and that he no longer
remembered my father’s friend at all. He was somewhat shocked by this reaction as
they had once been close friends.
My father’s friend later notified me that a friendly weekend reunion of their leftist
friends from the same university dorm would be taking place and that I could join and
ask to interview them. Over the course of an idyllic seaside weekend on the
Mediterranean coast, I conducted several interviews and even more intriguing
conversations. These old friends had known of my father’s death, but most had never
seen him again after he went to the US. They were eager to learn what had become of
him. I asked them to recollect their activities and memories from the time that they were
comfortable sharing with me. One discussed the importance of unity between student
and worker movements and lamented that this had faded in the passing decades.
Another quietly mentioned the carrying of guns and the stockpiling of arms within the
dormitory. Others indicated that political education and endless ideological debate was
an aspect they missed. Everyone remembered the mass demonstrations and daily
distribution of propaganda and posting of flyers. I also learned that most of them did not
think highly of the Gezi uprising and characterized it as reactionary and lacking an
ideological foundation. Another friend reflected that their children’s generation was more
motivated by environmental and animal rights than by class struggle. One friend said he
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wished only for his own child to live in a society with basic economic security and
without fear of arrest for political expression. Absolutely none were hopeful about the
immediate future of Turkey.
By the time my research on this project began, the attempted military coup of
2016 enabled the Turkish state to enact state of emergency laws and begin a massive
purge of those perceived to be sympathetic to various political opposition groups.
Censorship of the media was mandated. Unlike when I had lived in Turkey, now a
simple social media post critical of the government could easily land one in jail. At this
point I also questioned my own interest in the project – in a climate where my family is
afraid to speak about politics in public space, why was my priority looking at events that
occurred almost 40 years ago? Many of my father’s friends did not think it was safe to
discuss this political history on camera. Of those who agreed to be interviewed over the
seaside weekend, two cancelled at the last minute in fear of government reprisal should
the footage ever be seen in Turkey. And why should I ask them to take such a chance?
Creating my MFA thesis project is most definitely not worth any risk of reprisals for
those the project seeks to honor. This conflict stymied my progress on the work for
months.
Eventually I concluded that the one person who could no longer be injured by
these stories is my father. He is of course also the reason I was drawn to the topic in the
first place. In focusing my storytelling to the events of his life, I found a way to continue
the work. I was also able to shed some of the feelings of being an imposter I had
developed as an outsider attempting to make sense of a country’s history that was not
my own. I redirected my efforts to elucidate this personal story through his remaining
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possessions. I filmed myself and my sister sifting for hours through the family storage
unit and sorting through objects that might be of some significance. I spent many
additional hours cataloguing them and contacting family members to confirm my
interpretation of their meaning.
When I decided that the proper form for this project must be a game, I also
determined that it should directly reflect my own failures in trying to understand the past.
At this point I revisited the title of my piece and thought more specifically about my own
interpretation of the word “tomb”. With its claustrophobic cement housing and boxes
storing disjointed physical remains of our lives, this storage unit serves as a type of
tomb for a family life that no longer exists. In opposition to the concept of a tomb
however, this environment is not assembled for the purposes of memorializing, instead
it better serves the purpose of forgetting, as we remove these fragments from our lives
and place them in a remote location that we do not have to contend with in our daily
lives.
It is this storage tomb which I then had to attempt to construct with the game
engine Unity, which I knew next to nothing about. I knew that Unity had been used to
create Gone Home and other independent walking simulator titles like Tacoma and
Dear Esther. I also knew that it was a program that could be used with very minimal
knowledge of the programming language C#. After receiving some tutorial sessions on
the program, for the next five months I used a frenzied trial and error system to create a
virtual representation of the storage unit that served the narrative I wanted to build. The
game environment is enormous compared to its tiny referent unit in life, but this was
necessary to preserve some of the aspects of exploration within such a closed
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environment. Without enough space for the player to walk around and find objects on
their own, the sense of discovery would be lost. Without the element of discovery, the
game would no longer reflect my experiences in trying to uncover the past. As my
media practice is mostly limited to making video, I found new challenges in how to
predict the actions of a player and how to sequence their actions so the story’s narrative
continues to make sense over the course of the game. Finally, with the amount of
specialized knowledge I wanted to present to the player, the biggest challenge was
simply reducing the content I wanted to introduce, and finding creative ways to bring
aspects of my key themes into the experience. After all, one does not play a video game
to then read a Turkish history book in a virtual environment.

Audience/ Exhibition
I made this game with one audience member in mind – my younger sister Nina.
The only person I truly care about this work influencing is her. If she gains a greater
understanding of our political inheritance and is motivated to learn more, then all my
hopes for this project will have been fulfilled. Some of the objects within it will only ever
have their full significance recognized by the two of us. My muddling through this
process has led me to the conclusion that even a small number of minds who remember
and share the past contribute to the evolution of our political future. Thus it was my duty
to bring whatever limited knowledge I gained back to her. In spring 2019 I sent a copy of
the game to my sister for her to play. She played through the game immediately and
called me in tears after completing it. She said the game had affected her deeply and
her understanding of our father had been radically changed. She had previously known
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nothing of Turkish history or the circumstances of our father’s migration to the United
States. It remains to be seen how much further she or I will continue to pursue our
understanding of this heritage.
This is not to say that I would not share this project outside of my family. I have
learned so much from the shared personal archives of others. I hope that the process a
player experiences in the game resonates with those seeking to transcend the breakage
that occurs between the transmission of memory from one generation to the next.
Although no solid answers are to be found about the historical struggle of Turkish
leftists, I would hope that this work inspires others to start their own investigations into
the subject. Even with a limited understanding, I believe those who play the game will
value the struggle and sacrifice of Turkish leftists for the rights of fellow working people.
Through this process I have repeatedly considered the staggering depth of what
we lose over each successive generation. The meaning I have found in these objects is
likely full of fabrication. If my father were alive to have even one conversation about this
topic, there would be no need for this years-long quest for knowledge and no video
game need be made for my sister. In sharing the concept of this work others, I hope to
encourage them to ask the questions that allow some of their own stories to be shared
and preserved without such drastic measures.
As I do in the game, I will conclude this paper with some information about the
current state of political repression in Turkey (Turkey Purge). The parallels to the postcoup era are clear. We must ask ourselves, what is the purpose of memory if it does not
inspire us to make change?
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Since 2015, Turkish state violence against the Kurdish majority Southeast region
has escalated dramatically.
Thousands of Kurdish people have been killed and entire neighborhoods
completely destroyed.
Opposition lawmakers have been arrested and replaced with representatives of
the ruling party.
After an attempted coup in July 2016, the state began a mass purge of public
institutions.
150,000 fired from their jobs
96,000 arrested
3,000 schools shut down
Turkey is again the country with the most imprisoned journalists in the world.
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Appendix: Tomb of the Unknown Marxist gameplay
The computer game begins with a voicemail from the player character’s mother.
She tells the player character, called Nina, that she has been unable to contact Nina’s
sister. She instructs the player to go to the family storage unit to see if she can find any
clues to the sister’s whereabouts.

The player then appears inside the storage unit and can walk around freely.
Scattered throughout the storage unit are various objects that belong to the family.
When moving your cursor over some of these objects, explanatory text is displayed that
gives additional context to the object.
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Other objects are books or papers that give a full screen display the player can
scroll through to read with greater detail. These objects range from important family
documents to leftist poetry to an informational pamphlet about a leftist organizer.
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There are five objects in the storage unit that when clicked on trigger audio
postcards from the missing sister to the player. When the player moves their cursor over
these objects, they glow purple to indicate they can be interacted with.

Each audio postcard tells part of the story of the missing sister’s quest to learn
more about their late father’s past and the history of the late 1970s in Turkey. The
objects must be listened to sequentially. The act of listening to the first postcard
generates the second postcard, and the subsequent postcards are within furniture that
must be unlocked to access them. After the fifth and final audio postcard, the player
may then complete the game and trigger an epilogue sequence that lists some figures
that illustrate the current level of political repression in Turkey.
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